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We had a tremendous reunion in 2013 - I was proud
and delighted to have one of my own physics
contemporaries, Brian Foster, now Oxford Professor,
FRS and OBE, giving his presentation on Einstein’s
Universe with the added treat of both Brian and
professional violinist Jack Liebeck playing  the music
that Einstein loved. We had many talented musicians in
our year at QEC, and hear from another, Colin Upton, with a tale of the mysterious
goings on in his garden. I’ve also included a tale of two tits in our own garden (with
apologies to any ornithological experts for my very amateurist knowledge). I would
welcome any other stories from our wild life lovers ... whether in the garden or
from days at QEC!

We also hear of David Boullin’s adventures cycling on the Blue Ridge Parkway, a
pleasure to hear from one of the first QEC male students. It is fascinating to hear of
the highly diverse activities our alumni get up to, so please keep sending in any
snippets or short articles.

Lyn Embling (nee Rigby)

(Physics, 1972-1978)
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CHAIRMAN’SCHAIRMAN’SCHAIRMAN’SCHAIRMAN’SCHAIRMAN’S
REPORREPORREPORREPORREPORTTTTT

Paul Ogden

I've had a most enjoyable first year as chairman of
QEKA which has seen the association continuing to
thrive.

The highlight of the year for me was certainly last
October's reunion and the fantastic performance by Professor Brian Foster FRS,
OBE (Physics 1972-75) and professional violinist Jack Liebeck. They combined
relativistic physics, the life history of Einstein and a virtuoso violin performance
which kept everybody present highly entertained.

I'm very pleased that the association has commissioned memorabilia in the form of
college scarves and crests. Hopefully these will provide alumni with a tangible link
to the college. I think that both look absolutely fantastic and I expect there to be
strong demand for them.

I'm really looking forward to seeing everybody again at this year's reunion to share
more memories of the college. This year's speaker is Professor Seamus Higson
(Chemistry 1984-87). Seamus was my room-mate in Queen Mary Hall so I'm

hoping that he is discrete when it
comes to his QEC anecdotes.

Photo: Chairman Paul Ogden
with this year’s guest speaker,
Prof Seamus Higson, enjoying

the 2013 reunion
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ANNUAL REUNION AND AGM

QE(K)A

October 4
th
 2014.

King’s College London, Strand Campus

10.30 Tea/Coffee (Old Committee Room)
11.30 Guest Speaker
12.30 AGM
13.00 Buffet Lunch (River Room)
15.00+ Close

To book, please send a cheque for £30 per person, payable to

‘Queen Elizabeth (Kensington) Branch KCLA’ ,

to Henry Embling, QE(K)A Membership Secretary, 2 Ayling Hill, Alder-
shot, Hampshire, GU113LL .   Please mention your name  (including

maiden name if applicable), course, and years at College.

Guest Speaker:

Professor Seamus Higson
 (QEC Chemistry 1984-87)

A personal journey through the ever changing UK
higher education sector and framework for research

of the past 20 years.
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Introducing our guest speaker for the 2014 reunion:

Professor Seamus Higson
Professor of Bio- and Electroanalysis at Cranfield University

Seamus Higson, came to QEC as a first year Chemistry
undergraduate in 1984, just after the announcement of the
merger between QEC, Chelsea College and Kings; this was
a time when a series of mergers were beginning to reshape
the University of London - in many ways foreshadowing a
quarter of a century of unprecedented and near continual
change affecting every part of the Higher Education and
University sectors.

Twenty seven years on, Seamus is now a Professor of Bio- and Electroanalysis at
Cranfield University as well as being head of the Cranfield Biotechnology Centre -
a department most famous for having developed and brought to the market, port-
able electrochemical blood glucose sensors that are now used by diabetics the
world over.

Seamus' research is by its nature highly multi-disciplinary being largely focussed
towards developing chemical and biosensors for biomedical, environmental and
process control applications. Seamus' career has spanned academic departments
of Chemistry, Medicine, Materials Science and Biomedical Engineering across
every part of the University sector.

Having graduated in Chemistry in 1987, Seamus firstly moved to the University of
Southampton where he obtained a PhD in Electrochemistry in 1990. Seamus then
worked as a post-doctoral research fellow in the medical school of the University
of Manchester and was appointed to his first lectureship at the Manchester Metro-
politan University (MMU) in 1993. In 1996 Seamus moved to a further lecture-
ship at UMIST where he was later promoted to senior lecturer; it was during this
time that Seamus founded a spin-off company, Microarray Ltd for which he still
acts as technical director.
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In 2002 Seamus was appointed to a personal chair at Cranfield. Since joining
Cranfield, Seamus has held a number of senior positions including an extended
four year term as Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Biosciences.

Seamus currently serves within an advisory and/or consultative capacity for a number
of public bodies both in the UK and internationally including two of the UK re-
search councils, the Technology Strategy Board for the Department of Business,
Skills and Innovation and the European Commission. In addition to a number of
patents and in excess of 130 papers, Seamus is author of three major textbooks
including the Oxford flagship text 'Analytical Chemistry'.

Outside of work Seamus is a keen (if very amateur) marathon runner, governor of
an independent school and helps run a local shelter for the homeless.

Golden AnnivGolden AnnivGolden AnnivGolden AnnivGolden Annivererererersarsarsarsarsaryyyyy
Neville Marsh will be coming over from Australia to organise a

50th anniversary reunion
 of 1965 graduates

 in 2015, good health and airlines permitting!

Time, place, venue and type of Event yet to be agreed

If anyone is interested, please contact Neville  by email on
Neville.marsh@adelaide.edu.au

Graduates from 1964 and 1966 are also welcome.

As guest speaker for the QE(K)A 2014 reunion, Seamus will be talking about his
experiences on ‘A personal journey through the ever changing UK higher educa-
tion sector and framework for research of the past 20 years’.
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QE(K)A 2013 Reunion
The 2013 reunion  proved to be a very popular and successful event with about 60
people attending.

‘Einstein’s Universe’ was a highly entertaining lecture focussing on Einstein’s
love of music, in particular violin, as well as his revolutionary contributions to Sci-
ence and on current cutting edge developments towards Einstein’s dream of a
unified theory of physics.  The  presenters, Professor Brian Foster (Oxford Uni-
versity) and professional violinist Jack Liebeck, made a dynamic duo who enli-
vened the talk with amusing demonstrations. It was a special treat to hear Jack
(and Brian) playing the violin music that Einstein himself loved.

The presentation was followed by a buffet lunch in the River Room, giving us all an
opportunity to meet new friends at well as catching up with old friends.

October 2013 marked the diamond anniversary of the Grant of the Royal Charter
and renaming of KCHSS as Queen Elizabeth College. It was also the year that the
first male undergraduates David John Boullin and Jayaratnam Dalton Watson were
admitted to the previously all-women college  - we were delighted that David
Boullin was able to attend the reunion and has since written of his interests for
Envoy (see page 26 ).
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QE(K)A ReunionQE(K)A ReunionQE(K)A ReunionQE(K)A ReunionQE(K)A Reunion
55555ththththth October 2013 October 2013 October 2013 October 2013 October 2013 KCL, Strand CampusKCL, Strand CampusKCL, Strand CampusKCL, Strand CampusKCL, Strand Campus

Photos courtesy Gary Thomas
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Members enjoying lunch in
the River Room
Photos courtesy

Lewis Gibbs
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Prof Brian Foster with contemporary QEC
physics students Mark Leitch (above left) and

Lyn & Henry Embling (left) and Physics
lecturers from Brian’s time at QEC (above):
Prof Clive Wilkinson, Dr Mike Sprackling,

Dr Hushang Balyuzi

Prof Brian Foster and Jack Liebeck playing a finale violin duet
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Professor Brian Foster, OBE, FRS
studied for a BSc in Physics at QEC  between 1972-75.
Not only did he achieve a 1st class honours BSc but was
also awarded the Dillon and Andrewes Prizes for  the best
QEC undergraduate performance in 2nd and 3rd year re-
spectively, and became an Honorary Life member of the
QEC Students Union.

He went on to do a DPhil in Nuclear Physics at Oxford
University  (1975-78). His subsequent career in High En-
ergy Particle Physics took him to the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, Imperial College and Bristol University where
he became Head of the Particle Physics Group and was subsequently appointed
Professor of  Experimental Physics in 1996. In 2003 he returned to Oxford as Pro-
fessor Experimental Physics and Professorial Fellow Balliol College.

Brian has earned an accolade of honours including  Fellow of the Institute of Physics
in 1992;  the Special European Physical Society Prize in Particle Physics for the
discovery of the gluon in 1995, and  an OBE in 2003.

Among his many other distingished activities, Brian has been Chairman of the Euro-
pean Committee for Future Accelerators 2002-2005 and European Director of the
Global Design Effort for the International Linear Collider since 2005.

Brian’s  interests include nearly all types of sport, history, politics and a consuming
passion for music, especially violin, resulting in close friendships with musicians such
as Jack Liebeck. He is married to Sabine Margot Foster
and has 2 children.

Professor Jack Liebeck is an  interna-

tionally acclaimed violinist and Professor of  Violin at the
Royal Academy of Music.

His recordings include Kreisler Violin music; Brahms Com-
plete Violin Sonatas; Dvorak Violin concerto and sonatas;
Soundtracks for the Jane Eyre motion picture and Anna
Karenina; The Mozart Question; Bridge Piano trio and
Prospero’s Isle chamber music.
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 QE(K)A Annual Reunion

5 October 2013

Address by

Professor Brian Foster

and Violinist Jack Liebeck

Einstein’s Universe

Inspired by Einstein's love of music, Professors Brian Foster (QEC 1972-
1975, now at Oxford University) and Jack Liebeck (acclaimed Violinist)
make a dynamic team presenting Einstein's Universe, a highly entertain-
ing exploration of Einstein's life and his crucial influence on modern day
physics. Although they have given this talk many times across the globe to
some very prestigious audiences, Brian stated it was very daunting to find
himself presenting to people he hadn't seen for forty years - who all had

long hair then! (So did he!!) Brian's presentation of Ein-
stein's scientific interests was cleverly interwoven with
musical interludes with Jack playing violin making for
a thoroughly interesting and enjoyable talk.

Albert Einstein is famed for his
theories of relativity that have
revolutionised scientific think-
ing and become the foundation

of modern day physics. What is not so well known
is that he had a great love of music and started to
learn the violin when he was just 6.  He often gave
performances and was acclaimed in press reports,
but sadly there are no known recordings of him
playing. His wife fell in love with him as a little girl
while listening to his music and he counted violinist
Fritz Kriesler among his friends. He particularly
liked Bach and Mozart.
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Einstein was born in Ulm, Germany on 14th March 1879. By 1902 he had taken
Swiss nationality and found employment as a technical expert in the Swiss Patent
Office in Bern.

The advent of the railways and the Swiss passion for punctuality led to many of the
patent applications that crossed his desk being related to how to synchronise dis-
tant clocks - for example at the railway sta-
tions of Bern and Zurich. Einstein became
fascinated with the concept of time. One day
he started to speculate on what would hap-
pen if he could fix a light ray between his
eye and the railway clock and ride on the
ray out into space ... and what if he could
travel at the same speed as the light ray? If
he could travel fast enough, would time go
slower and eventually stop? These questions
led to the revolutionary idea that space and
time were related and in 1905 Einstein pub-
lished a series of papers on how charged
bodies move at near the speed of light - his
Special Theory of Relativity.  For the next
10 years he worked on his General Theory
of Relativity, predicting the bending of light in the presence of massive bodies. His
theory was triumphantly verified in the solar eclipse of 1919 and Einstein became
a world celebrity overnight. He was awarded a Nobel Prize for Physics in 1921,
not for relativity but for proving that light can behave like particles as well as waves.

Between 1914 to 1933, Einstein held a post as Professor at Berlin University but,
being of Jewish descent, he and his family were forced to flee Germany due to
Hitler's rise to power.  He fled first to Europe, staying in Oxford, and then on to
CalTech near Los Angeles, finally taking a post at Princeton near New York.

While Einstein was developing his theories on the very large scales of space and
time, significant advances were being made on understanding the very small scale
phenomena of atoms and sub-atomic particles - quantum mechanics:
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In 1896 Henri Becqerel had found by chance that uranium samples fogged photo-
graphic paper. He speculated that something (later known as Gamma rays) must
be radiating from the sample and that this must be caused by some kind of change
within the structure of the uranium. The search was on to find the structure of the
atom. Atoms were too small to be investigated using natural light - much shorter
wavelengths were required. This became possible when Marie Curie isolated ra-
dium from pitchblend and sent a sample to Rutherford. He used the radium to
bombard atoms with energetic particles with a wavelength sufficiently small to 'see'
inside the atom for the first time, deducing that the atom comprised a large posi-
tively charged nucleus surrounded by negative electrons. This marked the start of
particle physics.

Even shorter wavelengths were needed in or-
der to probe the structure of the atomic nu-
cleus further - and to achieve this the parti-
cles had to be accelerated. The answer was
to use electric charge to produce the force
required. In 1932 Cockcroft and Walton built
the first particle accelerator and succeeded in
disintegrating lithium by proton bombardment,
later receiving a Nobel prize for their work.
Particles emitted by the accelerator were di-
rected onto a sample in a black box below
the device. It was up to some poor student
sitting in the box to observe the effects on a
scintillating screen.

However, there are limitations to the voltage, and therefore the particle energy,
that can be achieved with these type of devices since the resistance of the air
breaks down, rather like lightning, and they discharge when the charge becomes
too high.

E. O. Lawrence at Berkley, California, developed a new type of accelerator to
overcome this problem - the cyclotron. Bigger and bigger cyclotrons were built
over  the following years, needing bigger and bigger teams - and bigger and bigger
funding. Cyclotron size became limited by the physical size of the magnet required
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- so devices were developed using multiple smaller magnets configured in a ring.

Einstein had kept abreast of the developments in quantum physics and in 1939
wrote to President Roosevelt warning
of the possibility that Germany might
develop an atomic bomb.  He was in-
terested in both sub-atomic and large
scale phenomena and spent the rest of
his life on a quest to establish a unified
theory of physics incorporating quan-
tum phenomena and his General
Theory of Relativity. He was still scrib-
bling equations in the hospital bed just
a few hours before he died in 1955.

Einstein's legacy in Quantum Mechanics and Relativity tells us to explore the uni-
verse at the smallest scales - and for this we need to accelerate particles to the
highest energy.

60 Years After Einstein

Scientific knowledge has continued to advance. The atom has continued to be
probed and many new particles have been discovered. The current model of the
universe comprises a multitude of particles (quarks, leptons, charm, strange, neu-
trinos, muons, gluons…far more particles than I remember from Quantum Me-
chanics lectures at QEC!) and four main forces:

Gravity
Electromagnetic force
Strong force (that keeps atoms together)
Weak force (causing heavy particles to decay into smaller particles)

This model can be used to explain everything.
Everything, that is, apart from mass - as gravitational theory breaks down at the
atomic scale.  For that the Higgs Boson is required - a ‘God Particle’ originating
from a ‘Higgs field’, proposed by Professor Higgs of Edinburgh University (an
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alumnus of KCL), that other particles push against thereby giving them mass. Com-
bining this with Superstring theory it may be possible to unify gravity and other
forces, finally realising Einstein's dream of a unified theory.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project was built at CERN, Geneva, to detect,
amongst other things, the Higgs field. This  is an amazing feat of engineering that
comprises a 27km circumference ring built at a depth of 50-175m below ground
to accelerate protons to 11,000 times/second, producing 40 million collision events
per second. Colliding protons are like colliding oranges. Interesting interactions
are head on between two pips, but most colliding oranges just produce a big mess.
The ATLAS detector, a huge device that would occupy the nave of St Paul's Ca-
thedral , detects and records events of interest. A huge amount of data are gener-
ated with an average of 25 Megabytes per event multiplied by 40,000,000 events
per second. Of these, just one in every 100,000,000 events is of interest and a
decision on which to retain must be made within 0.000003 seconds. Even so data
need to be stored at about 1Gbyte/second - corresponding to a pile of CDs as
high as Everest every year.
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ATLAS comprises two main types of detector, tracking and calorimeter. The
SemiConductor Tracker (SCT) uses silicon detectors to digitise charged particle
tracks. This was assembled in Oxford and now lies at the heart of the ATLAS
detector. The fascinating construction of the ATLAS detector was brought to life in
a video comprising one photo a day throughout its build, and accompanied by
Jack playing the Praeludio from Bach's 3rd Partita in E major.

So what might the LHC find? Evidence for the Higgs particle has already been
detected (in July 2012), but more data are required to determine if its properties
are exactly those of the particle predicted by Peter Higgs.  If superstrings exist,
they may collide in the LHC forming mini black holes with spectacular signatures
due to Hawking radiation.

Summary

Einstein's work lives on today. His equations are used millions of times a day all
over the world. As a human being, he worked for peace and human dignity and
had a great love of music.

The LHC continues his legacy, shining a light into the unknown. In the next few
years it is hoped that significant progress will be made towards Einstein's dream -
to explain the universe as simply and beautifully as his inspiration - the music of
Bach and Mozart.

Higgs Boson attracts Nobel Prize

Just four days after this presentation, on 8th October 2013, it was
announced that Professor Peter W Higgs had been awarded the
2013 Nobel Prize for Physics,  jointly with Francois Englert, ‘for the
theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our under-
standing of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which re-
cently was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted funda-
mental particle, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider’.
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Music played:

J.S. Bach. Sarabande from Partita no 2 for solo violin in
D minor.

F. Kreisler. Scherzo-Caprice in F major for solo violin, Op 6.
J.S. Bach. Praeludio from Partita no 3 for solo violin in

E major.
W.A. Mozart Allegro vivace from Duo no 4.

Arrangement of violin & piano sonata in C major.

Einstein’s Universe was interspersed  throughout by musical in-
terludes with Jack’s expert playing of the violin music that Einstein
loved, culminating with a violin duet played by both Jack and Brian.
Adding to this the many amusing anecdotes and demonstrations of
physical principles involving novel uses of torches, violin, balloons
and balls, it made for very entertaining as well as interesting presen-
tation.

The lecture has been widely acclaimed in the press,  featured on sev-
eral radio and TV channels,  and been presented  in many countries
around the world. We counted  ourselves very privileged to have Brian
and Jack at  our 2013 reunion.  A huge thankyou to both Brian and
Jack.

Oxford MayMusic is another joint inspiration
devised by Professor Brian Foster and
Jack Liebeck. This festival is a unique

celebration of  culture and human
achievement through cutting

edge science, music and the arts.
Now in its ninth year the festival

provides a mix of concerts from leading
musicians and exciting lectures from experts in

their fields. It particularly encourages young people to
take an  interest in science and music.

For more information see www.oxfordmaymusic.co.uk
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Newly Commissioned :

QEC MEMORABILIAQEC MEMORABILIAQEC MEMORABILIAQEC MEMORABILIAQEC MEMORABILIA

QEC crest mounted on smart wooden
wall plaque measuring about 6 inches

wide and 7 inches high.

Cost £25 plus p&p

QEC SCARFQEC SCARFQEC SCARFQEC SCARFQEC SCARF

Pure wool scarf,  double sided  in the
QEC and University of London colours.

66 inches long by 9 inches wide.

Cost £25 plus p&p

QEC SHIELDQEC SHIELDQEC SHIELDQEC SHIELDQEC SHIELD

To Order, please contact Henry Embling, tel 01252 333977,
email hembling@cardinala.freeuk.com

Cheques only to be made payable to:
 “Queen Elizabeth (Kensington) Branch KCLA”
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The 1972-75 QEC Physics students included many keen and talented mu-
sicians, among them Colin Upton. Colin took early retirement from teach-
ing 5 years ago, and moved to the Hampshire countryside, in order to con-
centrate on his music...

There immediately arose something of a mystery.... however many currants we put
out for the blackbirds each morning, the bowl was invariably empty by the follow-
ing morning. Either Hampshire blackbirds are particularly voracious, or there was
some other force at work. The phantom currant pilferer turned out to be a member
of the local badger sett - a female by the name of 'Doris'. Following extensive trials
using an improvised artificial arm with a gloved hand, we decided to take the
plunge - and it wasn't long before we were hand feeding our esteemed visitor.

For those of you thinking that 'Doris' is a slightly unusual name for a badger, there
is a perfectly straightforward explanation; it used to be 'Boris the Badger', before
we discovered that we were dealing with a lady! You might also be wondering
what induced us to invite Doris into the kitchen. Again the explanation is simple.

DORIS
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The summer months are a lean time for badgers, and the free handouts (of cur-
rants, peanuts and apple) tend to bring Doris to the garden before sunset. Pigeons
are not quite as stupid as you might think and started to raid the bowl before the
intended beneficiary showed up. Tired of constantly having to shoo the birds away,
we elected to abandon the alfresco dining - and Doris decided that it was worth
the risk of following us indoors.

With 2 snowbound exceptions, Doris has visited every night for the last 5 years.

Please remember to inform the
membership secretary

(Henry Embling)
if you change your address -

this includes e-mail
especially if you receive your

information electronically.

FINDING OLD FRIENDS
If you are trying to contact old friends

from school or University, it may be worth
trying the website

 www.friendsreunited.co.uk
which links members of former schools,

colleges and workplaces.

In Touch also has a website to help
people to contact each other:

 www.kcl.ac.uk/alumni

Better still, please encourage old friends
to join the QE(K)A Branch of the Asso-

ciation. See back cover for contact
details.

CHANGE OF
 ADDRESS?

hembling@cardinala.freeuk.com

Tel : 01252 333977

With Doris’s moral support Colin has
finally completed an album of gentle
melodic classical music co-written with
a former  pupil. 'Far Above a Midnight
Sky' - accompanied by the John Wilson
Orchestra and recorded at Abbey Road
- is available at www.vistamusicale.com
where extended excerpts of all the tracks
may be heard.
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Our own SpringwOur own SpringwOur own SpringwOur own SpringwOur own Springwatchatchatchatchatch
By Lyn Embling

Have you ever wondered what goes on inside your bird box? For several years
now we have watched our local blue tits  house hunting at our bird box, inspecting
them it all angles, inside and out, and then watched their frantic comings and goings
with bits of moss and grubs and heard the twittering of their little ones. Then,
suddenly, silence - leaving us with no idea as to what really went on inside the box
or how many chicks survived to explore the big wide world.

This year Mr and Mrs Blue Tit's mysteries were revealed when, on 15 March, we
installed a camera inside the box, linked it to our old TV, and waited for our very
own Springwatch to begin.

They say little things amuse little minds - and we were hugely excited early one
morning, just two days after installing the camera, when a piece of moss  appeared
inside the box. There was a flurry of activity all morning as Mr and Mrs Tit installed
their mossy furniture - and then stopped. For the next week there was no sign of
activity and we thought they had given up on their new home. But then they re-
turned, brought some extra trimmings for the nursery, and Mrs Tit moved in.

At first she just made adjustments to the furniture, turning round and round and
using beak and claws to form a cosy hole in the nest material. Then on 15th  April
the first egg appeared. But by lunchtime it had disappeared again - and there was
no sign of Mrs Tit. Had she rejected it? Or had it been taken by a magpie, or
squirrel, or suffered some other 'cat'astrophe?

The next day there were two eggs. Which again
disappeared, with no sign of Mrs Tit. This went
on for several days, by which time we had
twigged that Mrs Tit was laying an egg a day,
letting them dry, and then covering them up as
she went about her daily business.  She had nine
eggs in all before deciding to stay at home and
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incubate them. For the next 12 days she
tended her eggs closely, frequently visited
by Mr Tit who brought her some tasty grubs
and seeds from the local take-away.

On 5th May our first little chick hatched. A
tiny ugly, skinny little thing with a bulging
head and tum and tiny little arms and legs,
squirming around on top of the other eggs and opening its beak wide asking for
food from the very start. But to MumTit, DadTit and ourselves it was beautiful. By
night time, seven of the eggs had hatched, joined by  their last two siblings the
following day. By now both paremts were on a frantic mission to find grubs to fill
the ever gaping beaks.

We were amazed at the size of some of the grubs.
We had thought that MumTit would have shared the
bigger grubs between several chicks but no, each grub
was force fed down a single chick, a process that
often took several minutes with MumTit, DadTit or
both helping to push it down.

We were also impressed by how clean the tits were.
From the time they hatched they had a knack of  stick-
ing their tail ends

in the air whereupon they would squeeze hard
and produce a nice little sack for MumTit or
DadTit to take away. MumTit often burrowed
down beneath the chicks to clean out any re-
maining debris and unwanted bugs.

By day two, the chicks had already started to
grow tufts of fluff. It took about two weeks
before they became recognisable as proper
birds, covered with down and with the first signs that their little arms were turning
into wings. Meanwhile their beaks seemed to us to have quadrupled in size (or
maybe they just looked bigger as the chicks grew and got closer to the camera).
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By now we could only count  six chicks - we have no idea what happened to the
other  three. Taken by predators? Did they die and get removed by MumTit? Did
their ravenous siblings dispose of them somehow? Or maybe they've been buried
deep in the box?

Master Chef. The remaining chicks
continued to thrive on a diet of
grubs, amply subsidised with sun
flower seeds courtesy of our bird
feeder. Some had started to escape
the central hole of the nest and sit
on the edge. This gave them a good
platform to exercise their by now
fully formed wings, flapping them at
great speed with no concern about
who they bashed in the process! Whenever food was in the offing all chicks twit-
tered loudly and opened beaks wide to grab attention; the bigger chicks scram-
bled over their siblings, pushing them down in their efforts to get to the top and
often batting them with their wings - live action Darwinian Theory.  Had a human
shown such bully boy tendencies we wouldn't have liked them at all!

Silent Witness. Sadly on 22 May another little chick was lost. This one was left
in the nest - probably too big to move - and trampled by the 5 that survived.

Escape to the Country. On 25 May, just
20 days after the first chicks hatched, it was
time to leave the nest and take to the big wide
world. At 9am all the chicks had gathered at
the front of the box. MumTit and DadTit were
sitting on a nearby bush tweeting to them to
come out. The first brave tit appeared at the
entrance hole, spent a few minutes peering
cautiously at this strange new world, then
launched itself off into a new beginning. Mo-
ments later the second fledgling appeared at
the hole. MumTit came across to sit on top
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of the box and give encouragement, then off he went. Then the third. And the
fourth. The final chick was much more reluctant. He was obviously distressed by
the prospect of leaving the familiarity of home and MumTit had to go back into the
box several times with food, trying to coax him out. At last, 40 minutes after the
first fledgling, our final little chick left the nest.

Epilogue. We haven't seen them since. We hope they are still surviving in the big
wide world, avoiding the evil clutches of Mr Magpie and Mrs PussCat. We hope
to see them back next year.

Postscript.

They say one man’s meat is another’s poison, and such applies to the hous-
ing market. Three out of our five bird boxes became nurseries for blue tit
families, with two boxes failing to meet the blue tit house hunting criteria. But
even the derelect box became home to squatters in July when we were de-
lighted to find a pair of wrens had moved in and their two little chicks were
peeking out of the window.

What a priviledge to have such guests in our own garden.
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Cycling the
Blue Ridge Parkway

David Boullin

Like most of my generation (I’m 83 now), a bike was my only form of transport
for 20 years. My first bike was Tri-Ang ‘fairy cycle’, just the name for a small
child’s bike. That was 1938, and a year later my Dad bought me a small adult’s
bike with slightly smaller wheels. It was a good job he did as all new bikes disap-
peared for the next five years. We lived in SW London all through the war without
a break, and I rode to school through thick and thin, just like thousands of others.
All the ‘events’ that now make popular reading about WWI/ WWII were a com-
monplace. By the end of the war we just ignored air raid warnings and only took
notice if ‘planes were about.

After school I was called up for 2 years national service in the RAF as a medical
‘orderly’ (male nurse!). The only cycling highlight of this period was a fine for riding
without lights on the road from Chippenham to camp, by a high-ranking police
officer with much braid on his uniform. It cost me £1, ten bob for the front light and
ditto for the rear, and I had to walk all the way back with this wretch crawling
behind. He gave up in the end as I slowed down, but he came to the sentries at the
camp entrance later to check that I had walked and not ridden. My remarks then,
and now, remain unprintable.

I did not do A’ levels at school, but started in the RAF with correspondence courses;
this was very hard. Thereafter I went to a London Technical College and eventu-
ally got four ‘A’s leading to QEC. I didn’t do much cycling then, but was interested
in motorbikes and QEC girls. I had a very serious accident outside the Albert Hall

David Boullin was one of the first male students at QEC (1953-56)
and gained a ‘BSc NUT’ degree. During the course of his career he
went to the USA for a total of 9 years, and was able to indulge one of
his passions: cycling.  Much later, after retiring, he determined to return
to the USA to cycle the 470 miles of the Blue Ridge Parkway.....
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while going to a dance near Senate house and was in hospital for 3 weeks, a
couple of months before finals. How I ever got that degree I shall never know. I
went on to do a MSc Pharmacology at Bart’s and a Ph.D. at St. Andrews. By then
I was married with children, a busy time!

Luckily I got an International Post-Doc Fellowship to the USA from the National
Institute of Health (not at all like our NHS) to work in Washington DC. I arrived
en famille 10 days before President Kennedy was assassinated. I saw his body
flown by helicopter to the National Naval Medical Institute right across from where
I worked.

My first years in the USA involved very little cycling due to the demands of work,
and the fact that cyclists were few outside towns, and motorists were unused to
them.

There was just one golden opportunity to cycle with freedom, and that was on the
Skyline Drive and Blue Ridge Parkway (BRP). These were essentially one
continuous road but were operated separately by two government agencies. Their
merits were a 45mph speed limit and most of all no trucks or other commercial
vehicles -  ideal cycling country. However, apart from few forays with the family
cycling round campsites and to local beauty spots, my bike was seldom used.

It was over twenty years later,
after returning to an academic
life in Oxford, retiring, and
spending five years devoting
time and energy to other things,
when I made up my mind to
return to the USA with the spe-
cific aim of riding the Blue
Ridge Parkway end-to-end
from Afton in Virginia, to the
southern end in the Great
Smoky Mountains of Tennes-
see, 470 miles apart. This is
not so great a distance for
good cyclists; Land’s End to
John O’Groats is 830 miles.

Lynn Cove Viaduct - The BRP is
cantileverered off the mountain-side to satisfy
a landowner who did not want the BRP on his
mountain. It took 18 years of negotiation and

construction for completion.
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But the the Parkway ranges in altitude from 200 to 2000m, much higher than any
British mountain. Most of the road is above 1000m, and there are few facilities;
campsites are widely spaced, with less than six motels within reach. And there are
bears, not the dangerous grizzly, but the less challenging black. Even so, one does
not argue with any bear, and camp rangers were delighted in giving detail of proce-
dures when meeting bears: don’t run.

Everything was eventually arranged and 1998 was the year. I allowed 3 weeks for
the trip, bought a fairly cheap bike in the USA, (it was far too difficult to transport
a bike from UK and it was a good excuse for a new bike - I only had about 25 by
then!) and started riding from the BRP start at Afton. It was incredibly hard: the
first 11 miles to Ravens Roost was straight up. Pressing on was not too bad, but I
saw no other cyclists in 2 days and began to wonder.

I had rented a car to carry the bike on a rear rack when not riding. Riding con-
sisted in driving to ‘A’ cycling to ‘B’, riding back to ‘A’, and then driving to another
spot and repeating the whole rigmarole. In 3 weeks I managed to bike about 250
miles, but as that was ‘there and back’, there was much more to do, and it was
disappointing to go such a short distance. Also it cost a lot. I decided to go back
again in 1999 and try to do the remaining miles to the southern end in Tennessee
but failed again to complete the journey. My blood was up: another lighter bike
and my son William, aged 14, came in 2000. He was terrific, that’s the age to do it.
But we did not do it, we only managed about 400 miles, but as the BRP is twice
the 470 miles when riding there and back, our combined efforts were not near
enough.

David (far right - with
helmet off for the
photo) with fellow
cyclists who had

reached the summit of
the Blue Ridge

Parkway. The sign
behind them says

‘You are at the summit
of the Blue Ridge
Parkway, 6053ft’
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I have ridden the BRP annually since then, and have in fact managed to do one half
in one year’s stint, completing the other half the following year. I have done that 3
times now, 3 times 470 miles in 6 trips, year on year. It is an obsession, the final
accolade came in 2011 when my daughter who lives in Seattle came over for my
last week, and drove the car in support so I could go all the way from the 6000ft
summit down to the end, the summit is at milepost 432 and the end is 470.

Bears? Well, nothing serious. A bear once sat on the roof of
my car and dented it in. On the 2011 trip, the traffic stopped
briefly and a motorcyclist came up and asked me if I had
seen the bear. The answer was ‘No’ and he said that the
traffic had stopped as people had seen the bear at the road
edge and were watching to see what would happen when I
came up: ‘he seemed to wait for you to go before crossing’.

We all know the tremendous changes in cycling that have
taken place in the era: the invention of the mountain bikes
and the entry of British cyclists into competitive sport, cul-
minating with Sir Bradley Wiggins winning the Tour de France.

The BRP now has quite a lot of cyclists, with many attempting the whole thing. In
2009 while close to the start at Afton, I saw a young girl riding what looked like a
‘school bike’ with wicker basket on the front and no luggage, not even a water
bottle! She said her parents were in the car and she had done the whole thing in ten
days, I hope that was true, as that’s almost 50 miles/day every day. Anyway a
great rider, up with Lance Armstrong, who lived near the BRP and used to train on
the side roads.

I have 2 bikes in America now, one carbon and both left in the bike shop where I
bought them years ago. Known as ‘Dave’s corner’, other cyclists leave their bikes
too. Cycling is the greatest physical activity for the average man or woman.

David is heading to the BRP again in August - for his 17th trip!

He would like to encourage  other members of QEC to keep in touch with
each other and would be pleased to hear from anyone  himself. He can be
contacted by email davidjboullin@gmail.com or through the Editor.
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OBITUOBITUOBITUOBITUOBITUARIESARIESARIESARIESARIES
Dr Gweneth Mary Urquhart
(nee Chappell)

20 April 1915 - 25 November 2013

I first met Gweneth
Urquhart when I was
a student at QEC
studying for a BSc
in Household
Science from
1955 to 1958, and
she was my tutor for
all the Food work in
years 2 and 3. She was
an excellent teacher and
quite inspirational, but she seemed so
perfect it could be quite daunting to be
her student especially in some of the
practical work. But as I got to know
her, I saw how caring and relaxed she
could be, and she had a good sense of
humour. She actually rang me in Wales
unexpectedly to tell me the results of my
degree, which I thought was lovely and
very kind of her.

Later, I became her colleague on the
staff and she was very supportive of me
while I was doing my PhD alongside
lecturing, as she had been a pioneer
doing her PhD in our subject before.
From then on she and her husband
Robert became good friends to my
husband and I and our family and we
saw one another often in Eastbourne and

kept in touch by phone. She was a
wonderful hostess right through to the
latter years of her life and my sons can
still talk about the lovely lunches and teas
they enjoyed at Eastbourne when we
visited Gweneth and Robert. My
memory of the last lunch my husband
and I had with her and Robert was in
the company of Professor Praill, another
good friend of hers, and mine also, as
he had been my tutor for my PhD.

Gweneth will live long in the memory of
those who knew her and she provided
the foundation and inspiration for many
people on their career path.

Dr Megan Slade (neé Mainwaring)

~~~

Tribute based on Eulogy read by
Gweneth’s Godson, Ian Dudson:

My mother, Audrey, first met Gweneth
when she was doing a BSc in Nutrition
in 1942,  during the College’s wartime
evacuation to Leicester and they later
became firm friends. After the war they
worked together in research into the ef-
fect that Pressure Cooking - a relatively
new form of cooking -  had on the Vita-
min C content of fruit and vegetables.

Gweneth was Mum's chief bridesmaid
at her wedding in 1948 and her  practi-
cality was quickly put to the test in re-
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spect of the bridesmaid's dresses. Cloth-
ing was still being issued on coupons and
nobody wanted to waste their meagre
allowance on dresses only to be worn
once. Gweneth somehow managed to
find 2 rolls of turquoise blue and white
chiffon which were slightly water stained
on the outside of the roll. Because they
were described as "bomb damaged"
they were coupon-free.

Gweneth had a very special relationship
with so many of her students at KCHSS.
She was clearly loved and respected by
her students, as evident from their com-
ments:

"Gweneth always set very high stand-
ards for herself and others and we
sought to achieve them."

 "As well as being a good friend she
was always someone to respect and
admire."

"A wonderful mentor and friend."

"My husband thought that Gweneth
was a wonderful dancing partner for
him at the QEC Christmas parties.”

When Gweneth married Robert they
had a gorgeous house in Holland Villas
Road, Kensington. For the last 25 years
or so they lived in Eastbourne. Our fami-
lies often used to stay with them and
enjoyed their  wonderful hospitality and
memorable meals… Early morning tea

brought to our bedroom followed by a
full cooked breakfast, the morning punc-
tuated by coffee and biscuits before a 3
course lunch, afternoon tea and cakes
and an evening 4 course dinner before
a bedtime drink and exhausted sleep -
only for the whole thing to be repeated
the following and each successive day.
…and then just as we were leaving an-
other box or bag would be slipped into
the car - "It's just something for the jour-
ney, dear" she would say.

 She always made everybody feel very
special and that gave her immense pleas-
ure. Her ability to do that right to the
end, even with her very limited eyesight
and other health issues, was truly inspir-
ing. Even at 98 and a half, her death
comes as a huge shock because she
seemed so indefatigable and indestruct-
ible.

She was so knowledgeable about so
much and always wanted to know more.
I recall her quite recently being frustrated
because she couldn't fully understand
the science behind what made the tel-
evision control work remotely, an inquir-
ing mind to the very end.

We have been privileged to have known
and loved her, whether for just a short
time or over many years. The sadness
for us all is mixed with our desire to cel-
ebrate the fact that her long and full life
was so generously shared with us all.
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Audrey Patricia Green
8 September 1936  - 31 January 2014

Audrey was born on 8th September
1936 at the home of her grandparents
in Streatham.   She was an only child
but was very close to her three cousins
Valerie, Alan and Deirdre who later lived
in the same road.  Audrey went to school
at Eardley Road School Streatham, the
same school her father and his five sib-
lings attended. Later she attended Rosa
Bassett School in Streatham, followed
by Technical College and Polytechnic
where she studied for an HNC in Ap-
plied Physics.

Her career took her first to work in a
brewery, then to Middlesex hospital,
before starting work as Chief Techni-
cian in the Physics department at QEC.
She moved with the Physics department
to Kings College upon the merger in
1984, later transferring into the Human
Resources Department before retiring

around 1996.

Upon arriving at QEC the Physics de-
partment, headed by Professor Burge,
had seven academic staff and was con-
cerned with basic physics teaching at
degree level with virtually no research,
no structure of stores, no sophisticated
equipment and no research students.
Over the next twenty years the depart-
ment doubled student numbers, up-
graded teaching laboratory work, and
physically expanded into a new building
in the courtyard. By 1984 there were
16 academic staff, twenty research stu-
dents and ten technicians. Audrey made
a major contribution to all this - she was
project manager, office manager, nego-
tiator, book keeper, travel agent, agony
aunt, code breaker, fixer, fire fighter. She
directed the team of technicians, and en-
sured that staff and students didn't blow
themselves and each other up, or at any
rate not too frequently, and at times
employed diplomatic skills that would
have done the UN proud. She kept
track of accounts and research grants
ensuring that no penny or pound was
wasted or went unused. She was agony
aunt for both students and staff alike. At
one time she persuaded Prof Burge to
buy a new pair of jeans for a student to
replace the ones he had ruined helping
to clean up a chemical spill in the lab.
She knew it was his only pair and he
didn't have the money to replace them.
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Audrey kept in touch with an astonish-
ing number of QEC and KCL students
and staff and was always eager to hear
news of anyone from QEC/KCL - and
the feeling was mutual.

Audrey was a very special person, al-
ways showing interest and care and
putting herself out to help others.  As a
youngster she was a member of the St.
John's Ambulance Brigade, at one time
she visited prisoners' wives to give sup-
port and advice, listened to children read
at the Mount School and taught maths
to people with learning difficulties.  She
had two severely disabled friends and
travelled to support them in their care
homes in different parts of the country
until their deaths.  Audrey loved animals.
She kept budgies and cockatiels in or-
der to overcome a fear of birds and took
joy in her dog Jasmine, adopted from
Battersea Dogs Home.

Audrey was a keen genealogist and did
an enormous amount of work in re-
searching the history of both sides of her
family, even visiting cemeteries when-
ever the opportunity arose.

She enjoyed Tai Chi, country dancing,
caravanning and a good laugh. She
joined a folk dance club in Motspur Park
and became friends with George
Emmerson, a keen folk dancer and caller
who became her dancing partner and
companion for many years. They at-

tended many folk dance clubs.  They
travelled in a small motor van for many
weekends in various campsites in Kent,
Sussex and Surrey, sharing activities
during the day and dancing in village halls
in the evening.

Audrey was a member of the Kingston
U3A (University of the Third Age) and
enjoyed the Family History Group and
its spin-off Science Group.  She led a
Pros and Cons discussion group for 10
years, providing transport when meet-
ings were not at her home.  She was
Treasurer for a short time and for sev-
eral years the Editor of the quarterly
newsletter.

Audrey certainly made great use of her
life.  Throughout her 77 years she was
active and interested in a wide range of
things - only last year she took on the
task of auditor for QE(K)A.

Her death was sudden and unexpected.
At 2 p.m on the day she died she was
feeling fit, having had an enjoyable walk
with her dog Jasmine in the morning.  By
4 p.m. she had had a heart attack and
had been taken to hospital unconscious.
She was spared the slow loss of facul-
ties that many have to endure.  Instead
she let go of her life while she was in the
middle of it, still active and pursuing her
hobbies and interests.  Her sudden
death has been a shock to us all.

Thank you Audrey for a wonderful life
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given to others.  Rest in the peace you
deserve.

Based on tributes by Audrey's cousin,
Valerie Fitch, and work colleagues
Angela Canas and Shirley Cave.

Post note: Audrey was worried about
what would happen to her dog Jas-
mine and two birds if anything hap-
pened to her. She would be happy to
know that the paramedic who at-
tended her collapse was so impressed
with Jasmine that he wanted to adopt
her - Jasmine and the two birds now
live with his family in Essex.

PATRICIA IRENE MITCHELL
(formerly Honey-Jones)
19 December 1932- 29 June 2014

Pat Mitchell (formerly Honey-Jones)
affectionately known to her friends as
Honey Bunny or more simply as ‘Bun’
hailed from South Wales. Her father
worked in the coal industry and died
very young, her mother died during Pat’s
time at University. Cousins in Wales
became her family and she was always
grateful for their warm support returning
to stay with them during vacations,
invariably bringing toys for the children.

Pat was a hard working student who
combined the acquisition of scientific
knowledge with exceptional culinary
skills. She was in a different league to
many fellow students and when it came

to the preparation and presentation of
dishes  would surely have fared well in
‘Master Chef’.

 During her undergraduate years she
joined the UTC (University Training
Corp) gaining her commission and
‘Gunners’Card’. She conquered the
fierce gear-box of the heavy army
vehicles and was rewarded with her
driving licence - possibly HGV?

Students graduating from QEC in the
Fifties followed one of three routes –
teaching, social work or industry, the
latter leading to working with the major
Food Industries such as Lyons or Walls.
Pat joined a company (Polak and
Schwarz) which manufactured
flavourings and essences.

In this field Pat was responsible for
developing the greengage flavour in
‘Meltis Fruits’ which are still around
today.

Pat was subsequently invited to apply
for the post of Assistant Lecturer in the
Department of Household Science at
QEC and was promoted to Lecturer
before leaving in 1962 on her marriage
to Bill, a double Blue in Cricket and
Hockey. Pat’s superannuation was
quickly invested in a Morris Traveller in
which Pat and Bill visited their family and
friends; and to convey Bill to play in
cricket matches where he was always a
useful addition in the team – no doubt
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Alan Vickers
- passed away on 5 November 2013.

Alan joined the Physics department run
by Professor Burge as an undergradu-
ate in October 1966 after being the first
student at his school in Ipswich to get A
level Physics.

He graduated in the summer of 1969
and was awarded the accolade of the
best Physics degree in the whole of the
University of London. This was testa-
ment to his hard work, dedication and
intellect. Shortly after term finished he
married his long time fiancée, Tina, who
returned with him to London while he
embarked on a PhD in UV
Spectroscopy. He completed this 3
years later and decided to take a job
with the MoD at Colchester so that he

Pat would supply the team sandwiches!

Pat enjoyed a wicked sense of humour,
persuading her undergraduate cousin to
take her Swedish blonde au pair to the
theatre (tickets paid for by Pat) – to his
dismay the girl in question turned out to
be 4 inches taller and 4 stone heavier
than he had expected!

Pat had many interests, she was a
member of several NADFAS groups,

A ‘Friend’ of many cultural organizations:
Royal Academy, National Gallery and
more besides, she had a phenomenal
memory and could remember details and
dates. She enjoyed visits to the theatre
and opera, especially Glyndebourne. Pat
was much involved in her local church,
St Peter and St Paul’s Bromley, where
she could be relied upon to take the
chair at meetings as well as contributing
goodies when required.

Pat did not enjoy the best of health
during the last few years, suffering
fractures of hip , wrist and shoulder but
always maintained her independence.
Her final solo venture last year was to
take a cruise to Alaska via Vancouver!

Pat will be greatly missed by her family,
her son Ian and daughter Fiona and 5
grandchildren and her many, many
friends from QEC and beyond.

Pat Cox
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Dr Gordon Cheeseman
Chemistry, 1951-54

Norah Croft (nee Luke)

Household & Social Sciences, 1936

Rachel Field, JP, (nee Sheppard)
Nursing Studies, 1971

Elizabeth Gillian Hirst-Brown (nee
Brown)
Household & Social Sciences,
1946-49

Marjorie Holland (nee Noakes)
1952

Beryl Hutchinson,
Nursing Studies, 1972

could bring up a family in Ipswich close
to family and friends.

Alan was always calm and capable as
is so often the case with someone with
a strong intellect. He was always pre-
pared to help others and made lifelong
friends at QEC. The photo shows a
blow up from the 1968 college group
photo - like many of us his appearance
was influenced by the big social changes
of the Sixties.

For the last years of his life Alan suf-
fered from Alzheimer's.  At his humanist
funeral his unique abilities were cel-
ebrated by some heart felt eulogies.

David Fry (Physics Dept 1966 - 1969)

If you would like to share your
memories in tribute to any

QE(K)A friend who has passed
way, please write to the Editor,

Lyn Embling.

Barbara Jones (nee Brown)
Household & Social Sciences, 1940

Frank Keeble
General, 1965

Caroline Marsden
1961-63

Ivy Maxwell (nee Hughes)
Household & Social Sciences, 1943

Sam Osili
Food Science and Management,
1978-81

Freda Patton (nee Leben)
1940-43

Anthea Sartain (nee Lowe)
Household & Social Sciences,
1946-49

Moira (aka Peta) Scott, (nee Smee,
later Burnett)
Nursing Studies, 1954
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KKKKKCLA RCLA RCLA RCLA RCLA Reeeeeporporporporporttttt

There were four KCLA Council meetings in the past year, on 9th Octo-
ber, 12th February, 23rd April and 14th July.  The next meeting will be
on 15th October.

KCLA AGM and Dinner
The 2013 AGM and Dinner took place on Friday, 1st November with
alumnus, musician, journalist and Church of England priest the Rev-
erend Richard Coles as guest speaker. The subject of his talk was
Servant of Two Masters - Ministry and Media.

The 2014 AGM and Dinner will be held on 7th November 2014 at the
Royal College of Surgeons. Further details will be posted on the KCL
website.

KCLA Address
The 2014 Address was given at Southwark Cathedral on 6th March by
the former Dean of King’s College, Lord Harries of Pentregarth with
the title Has Britain lost its moral compass?.

The date and venue of the 2015 Address has yet to be finalised but
will be given by Diana Garnham speaking on Is science winning the
argument?.  The address is now regarded as a high profile event in
KCLA’s calendar and a number of prestigious venues have been sug-
gested for future addresses including The Globe, Inns of Court, Queen
Elizabeth II Conference Centre, Royal Institution and Royal Society.
Full details will be available on the KCL website in due course.

Advent Service

No details have yet been confirmed for The Advent Carol Service al-

JJJJJohn Brohn Brohn Brohn Brohn Brococococockhousekhousekhousekhousekhouse
Food Sciences 1978
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though, as it usually takes place on the first Friday in December, I
expect the date will be Friday 5th December.  As always, tickets are
available on a first come, first serve basis from the Alumni Office
(alumoff@kcl.ac.uk).

Alumni Weekend
This year over 1000 alumni and friends returned to the College for a
festival that explored the theme of curiosity.  Highlights of the week-
end were the Gatsby Ball, lessons in photography and cocktail mak-
ing, a screening of 2001: A Space Odyssey in the Chapel, and the Princi-
pal’s Lunch, held this year at the Waldorf Hotel.

There is a full report with photographs on the alumni online news
and features page of the KCL website (http://alumni.kcl.ac.uk/
newsandfeatures) and it will be included in the next edition of In Touch
in October.

Alumni Giving Campaign
The £500m target was exceeded earlier in the year, well in advance of
the 2015-16 closing date, and so a new target of raising £600m by 2015
has been set.

KCLA Games
The 2013 KCLA Games were held at King’s sports ground at
Berrylands on Saturday, 5th  October. The Games were opened by the
Patron of the event and alumna, Katherine Grainger the international
oarswoman and only British woman ever to have won medals at four
successive Olympics.  Prize-giving was conducted by the Principal,
Prof. Sir Richard Trainor and Lord (Ian) McColl, former President of
KCLA.  Events included women’s rugby and lacrosse, both for the
first time, and a substantial cycling event is planned to be included in
this year’s games.

Alumni Sports Dinner
KCLA has joined forces with the College’s newly-formed Sports De-
partment to mount King’s first ever Alumni Sports Dinner. This will
now take place at the Kia Oval in Kennington, home of Surrey County
Cricket Club, on Friday, 3rd October the night before the KCLA Games
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having been postponed from the originally scheduled date of March.
A Reception at 6:45 will be followed by Dinner at 7:30 and tickets are
priced at £60 for alumni and £45 for students, including three courses,
welcome drink, wine with dinner and coffee.  The Guest speaker for
the evening is Nick Luck, an alumnus of King’s and anchor of Chan-
nel 4’s horse-racing coverage, who was awarded the title Racing Broad-
caster of the Year in 2013.

For details of other KCLA events and news, please see the Alumni
Events pages of the KCL website www.alumni.kcl.ac.uk.

Following on from the musical success of the
QE(K)A 2013 reunion, and noting that QEC
seems to have produced many talented musi-
cians as well as scientists, our Secretary, Rupal
Kapadia, has made a brilliant suggestion for a
future reunion  - to bring together some of our
talented musicians to perform for us informally.

If anyone would be interested in participating in
such an event, please contact a member of the
Committee (see back page).

The photo shows another of our talented musi-
cians, John Brockhouse, previously Chairman
of  QE(K)A,  playing  his double bass. John
plays many different instruments including strings
and keyboard, and performs with  jazz bands,
and Orchestra. Recent performances include
Bizet’s Carmen at Sadlers Wells and Handel’s
Messiah in the atmospheric environment of  St
Luke’s Church  in Chelsea.

QE(K)A Musical Talent
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CONTACTS:

Chairman: Paul Ogden
Email:  pjogden@btinternet.com

Secretary: Rupal Kapadia

Treasurer: Pat Cox (nee Symes)
Tel: 0118 978 3377

 Membership Secretary: Henry Embling
2 Ayling Hill,  Aldershot,
Hampshire, GU11 3LL.
Tel: 01252 333 977,
Email: hembling@cardinala.freeuk.com

 Editor Envoy: Lyn Embling (nee Rigby)
2 Ayling Hill,  Aldershot,
Hampshire, GU11 3LL.
Tel : 01252 333 977,
Email:  lvembling@freenetname.co.uk

Web Master: Gary Thomas
Email: email@gcathomas.me.uk

QE(K)A Branch website: www.qeca.org.uk


